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Abstract/Résumé 

jusqu'à présent, les chercheurs se sont surtout attachés, dans leurs travaux sur les intérieurs domestiques dans les provinces de 
l'Atlantique, à faire des recherches sur les artefacts et se sont peu intéressés aux relations entre la forme de l'objet et le contexte 
spatial, de sorte que les études sur l'utilisation des pièces de la maison sont plus de l'histoire sociale que de l'histoire des objets 
eux-mêmes. L'auteur de cette communication est d'avis que la recherche future devra traiter les intérieurs des maisons comme 
des ensembles d'artefacts symbolisant un comportement considéré comme acceptable sur le plan culturel. 

Most research dealing with aspects of Atlantic Canada interiors has been largely concerned with documenting artifacts but 
little attention has been paid to the relationship between object form and spatial context so that studies commenting on room 
usages are often more social than artifact histories. This paper proposes that future research must deal with house interiors as 
artifact systems which serve as metaphors for behavior deemed culturally appropriate. 

The door to the front room had been closed for weeks. It 
was winter, and the warmth from the black stove was 
locked in the kitchen. W i t h the door open, heat would 
trickle into the parlour, transforming its tactile dimen
sion for the impending visit. The smell of the burning 
spruce junks left the kitchen to mingle with the musty 
smell of the parlour, of glossy varnishes on the little-used 
furniture and of straw stuffings in the settee. The "room," 
as the parlour was always called, was much quieter than 
the kitchen. Voices of the children could be heard, but 
only indistinctly, filtered through the walls of the kitchen 
where they played, muffled by the layers of coats hung in 
the hallway and the years of wallpaper thickening the par
lour walls. Even with the newly installed thirty-watt bulb 
overhead, the room seemed dark. The brown pitch-pine 
planking on the ceiling, the near-black sideboard, all were 
the same sombre colours of the pews in church. The fancy 
cut glasses had been taken down from the sideboard's 
shelves and the fingerprint-smudged bottle of sherry -
bought before anyone could remember and seemingly al
ways half full — were readied. The man from away would 
be here soon, and it just seemed fitting that the front room 
fostered the reverenr artitude for such a visit. ' 

Again and again, the respecred visitor has politely sat in 
a parlour like this one on the Southern Shore, rreated with 
deference and polite aloofness. The visit is proper, the 
room also. The objects are metaphors for deeper concerns. 
There is still a chill in the air, the chairs are immobile, the 
walls, floors, and even furniture have decorations primar
ily on the surface. A room filled with reminders of the past 

- family likenesses of forgotten uncles - a room where the 
eternal past begins for every person with a wake. 

The visit of the stranger most appropriately occurred in 
this the front room of the house, just as heated neighbour
hood gossip flared around the blazing stove in the 
kitchen. Interiors are not random arrays of objects; they 
are not static entities. Rather, they are dynamic interac
tions of both people and objects, governed by certain rules 
of daily life. We know little about the complex interior 
mingling of artifact and emotion, activity and experience, 
which moves us ro encounter more easily the day to day 
scenes of our culture. This conference marks an important 
first step in trying to understand how to read these interior 
complexities. 

Specific artifact research has been done in varying de
grees in each of the Atlantic Provinces.3 Certain types of 
objects have already been researched: furniture, glass and 
ceramics, metal wares,5 textiles,6 and the like; other ar
tifacts await research. Yet, it is important at this point to 
comment on what are the more fundamental issues that 
need to be confronted if the study of Atlantic Canadian in
teriors is to advance. 

Two major approaches to the study of interiors seem to 
be prevalent. The first can be considered as an atomistic 
approach; artifacts which are generally found within the 
interior are delineated and designated for specific re
search. Added to these artifact classes are the surface 
coverings of the walls, ceilings, and floors of the room. 



Artifact genres, such as furniture or wall coverings, or 
subgenres, such as chairs or wallpaper, become the sole 
focus of research. Most of these studies are both typologi
cal in nature, attempting to delineate the broad range of 
forms of a specific artifact, and historical, tracing changes 
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over time. 

The art historian's crusade for neat chronological styles 
orders many of these studies, for often they involve the or
ganization of specific artifacts into groups that mirror sup
posedly sophisticated design movements. Folk objects are 
often defined by negatives — if it does not follow an ac
cepted high art style, it must be folk. If it does not resem
ble Chippendale, it must be a product of what recently has 
been labelled "folk stupidity."9 And if it has no recogniza
ble style and sophistication, it must be a pure folk chair. 
Such a negative approach misses the entire point that 
"folk" is not a style, but rather a common rubric that blan
kets many regional styles which follow rules as complex as 
the supposedly more advanced Heppelwhite or Sheraton 
designs. ' ' Local styles, too, often incorporate portions of 
elite styles, becoming syncretistic products, not poor 
copies. 

And this elitism often applies to materials and tech
nology. We worship at shrines made of mahogany and fas
tened with dowels and dovetailed joints, having been con
verted by the craft technologies of urban elite cabinet
makers. Such pieces quickly achieve artifact salvation by 
being placed in permanent (eternal) museum collections, 
while those poor sinners made of softwoods, wire nails, or 
— heaven forbid — plywood languish away in purgatorial 
stables or attics. 

Besides the atomistic or object-centred approach to the 
study of interiors, there is a second approach - the focus on 
room usage. Specific social events are delineated — those 
that take place inside the house - and the structure and dy
namics of those events are described. Family roles as they 
relate to interiors may be investigated along with the sub
sequent responsibilities for proper maintenance of order 
and even decoration. " 

So these two major emphases - objects and events or 
roles —are usually the subject of research on interiors. Yet, 
are they really what the study of interiors should com
prise, or are they focused on artifacts or activities quite 
apart from their immediate context? I would argue that 
much object research deals not with interiors, but artifacts 
per se. The study of the history of a chair type or the 
changes in paint finishes over time really does not depend 
on the actual location of the object. Indeed, in many cases 
it is not known where or how the object was originally 
used in the room; it is simply a part of a collection. The 
objects become ends in themselves. 

The study of events and role patterns has a different 
bias. Although researchers may be interested in events 

that take place within the home as well as who uses and 
cares for which portions of the house, little reference is ac
tually made to the artifacts per se, to their types and place
ments. As long as it is known that an event takes place 
in a certain room, then little is said about how the actual 
artifacts in that room relate to the event, let along whether 
these objects must have specific designs and finishes to be 
considered appropriate for the room and the normal events 
that take place within it. 

This lack in the study of both artifacts and interior 
events relates to a basic bias in our thinking about 
interiors generally. We assume that objects are static en
tities that are easily delimited and fill our rooms, and that 
human behaviour within those spaces is limited solely to 
people's acts. ' We fail to recognize that objects are as 
much behaviour as a dance or conversation. The entire 
room becomes a cultural statement with three types of 
expression: objects; spatial relationships among the 
artifacts; daily use that incorporates the former two. 

The study of interiors is much like the study of lan
guage. The objects that are found in the rooms are like 
words. In studying interiors, we have good historical 
studies of objects, like early dialect dictionaries published 
in the British Isles. Through these historical studies, we 
learn a great deal about questions of origin and style, but 
little about performance.I8 

It is the systematic relationship among various discrete 
items — be they words or pieces of furniture — that tells us 
most about interiors.19 Pieces of furniture placed in a 
room have a certain relationship to other pieces, both in 
terms of their type (why certain objects and finishes are 
considered right for certain rooms), as well as their place
ment (our culture likes to put objects around the outer 
walls of a room). These relationships provide a certain 
order, much like the order of words in a sentence. We can 
research lists of words, but without sentences we cannot 
communicate. And so it is with interiors. Cultures pro
vide specific rules of relationships among proper "interior 
sentences" and indicate the ranges of behaviour that are 
possible, given the contents, their rypes, and relation
ships. 

This interior statement then interacts with the daily 
events, moulding them, shaping them, at times const
raining them to take accepted forms. Most studies of in
terior uses rarely recognize rhe importance of objects to 
the activities. It may be quite direct. One researcher found 
in Northern Ireland, for example, that the size of the 
kitchens limited the numbers of participants in the 
Christmas mummers play, as well as how the play itself 
was performed. 

During a recent wake that I attended on the Southern 
Shore, the type of chairs in each room indicated the con
versational behaviour that could take place. In the front 



room, where the casket was placed, most of the seats were 
large stuffed chairs or a sofa. They were obviously im
mobile and, once you sat down, you spoke with the person 
next to you. This often meant conversations between 
strangers and thus talk centred on the most obvious topic, 
the deceased. The kitchen, however, was filled with 
small, mobile wooden chairs, and when an empty one was 
located it could easily be moved to whatever conversa
tional group one chose, giving greater choice to engage 
with closer friends on more personal and perhaps less 
solemn topics. In just this one small example, interior be
haviour was partly artifactual and partly conversational, 
neither one totally understood without the other, each de
pendent on the other, each one a product of more funda
mental meanings. 

Most of our work with interiors centres on the easily 
quantifiable and delimited - we focus exclusively upon 
objects or events. Yet writers have commented on the 
multitudinous variety of experience that the use of interior 
spaces entails. Our culture has attempted to reduce it, but 
the earlier house often was a myriad of smells as well as 
paint finishes. Barrels of flour in the pantry, bread baking 
in the wood stove, stale air in the parlour. And what about 
sounds? Crackling of the stove, rain on the thin upstairs 
roof, noises from the kitchen below. These kinds of ex
periences are not easily counted and measured and dated, 
so researchers shy away from them. They seem to border 
too much on feeling, and thus they are overlooked. 

Besides a definite bias in the actual choice of topics to 
study, we also have a certain attitude toward the time 
period of the specific objects. When we study interiors 
from the past, we assume that all artifacts found within 
the home are worthy of documentation and research. Any
thing associated with the past has value attached to it sim
ply because of its historical component. The closer we 
get to the present, however, the more suspect the interiors 
and their artifacts become, until finally some objects fall 
under the rubric of "kitsch." We assume that all objects 
made in the past — the earlier the better — follow some 
norm of good taste and design, while objects that people 
own today are often trivial and non-cultural. But of course 
what is today's kitsch becomes tomorrow's collectable and 
the museum's future collection.2 Althoug we are at least 
beginning to look at some of the issues that deal with in
teriors of the past, we know little about the interiors of 
today. Current mass-produced articles are no less cul
turally revealing than the mass-produced items of the 
eighteenth century imported from Britain, or the local 
factory articles of the nineteenth." ' 

W e claim that our goal is the noble one of understand
ing people, but many of us research only those types of 
objects that we would want in our own homes. Thus, our 
studies often indicate more about our own cultural group, 
rather than those we have so graciously blessed by our 
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inquiries. 

If our studies of Atlantic Canadian interiors are to prove 
more than simple antiquarian exercises, then not only 
must we carefully document the artifacts and enumerate 
the events that are a part of past eras, we must go beyond 
that. The study of interiors must involve asking why 
people constructed the kinds of interior grammars that 
they did, why it was considered appropriate to construct or 
purchase certain styles and types of furniture, why they 
were placed where they were — all products of accepted 
mental rules. 

By carefully looking at past interiors, we may be able to 
eliminate some of the fallacies of the past. Houses were 
filled with every possible denial of nature, unlike the com
mon pioneer stereotype. Quite different from the current 
craze for "natural" materials, interiors of the past were 
highly finished. Furniture was extensively painted or var
nished, interior materials that could be seen were often 
purchased rather than locally fashioned, and layer upon 
layer of paint, varnish, or wallpaper often covered what 
would be considered as natural. Indeed, certain items 
like walls were either painted annually, or received 
another strata of wallpaper. The natural was denied, not 
displayed. 

W e assume in our research that the local artifact is the 
most regionally distinctive, so we search out the local 
craftsman or artisan. In many cases, however, the im
ported object was considered of more value than the local, 
revealing the widespread emulation of trends from outside 
the region. The desire for the new is not new, and an in
tense regionalism has always been juxtaposed with a taste 
for the imported. Even today, many of us drink French 
wine and turn to Canadian vintages only when our money 
or taste is wanting; distinctive regional wares like 
Chipman's Golden Glow are relegated to poverty ridden 
classes like students. And so it was with interior objects in 
the house. The finest piece, that is, the piece that was 
made outside the region and bought, was placed in the 
front room; this has always been so whether we look at the 
object made in a St. John's factory of the past or the more 
contemporary analog in Atlantic Canadian homes, 
Woolco Provincial or early K-Mart designs." 

We must take the entire intetior and at tempt to read 
the order that lies there. Interiors are holistic phenomena, 
and our goal must be not just careful documentary de
lineations of simple artifacts, events, or roles, but rather 
the complex conveyance of what Gaston Bachelard refers 
to as the poetics of space, the poetics of interiors.3 0 W e 
have spoken much about the need to place objects in their 
context, but context is a word tossed about lightly with 
little agreement as to what its recording entails. Context 
for interior objects ultimately is the acknowledgement 
that people create meaning in their lives through their 
conceptions of the proper ordering of their actions and sur
roundings. An interior is not a collection of objects or a 
delineation of roles. Rather, it is a front room rarely used, 



opened for the stranger, with stark spatial metaphors. 
Filled with façades of decorative designs and chilled musty 
air. Immobile chairs, where everyone's place is clearly 
fixed. Dark, the room of death. As John Szwed phrased it, 
a public imagery is often at odds with private culture, for 
what the stranger sees as open hospitality, the local in
habitant may see as social restraint.31 

We must not be content to stop at objects, whether 
they are the earliest, most regional, or most exceptional. 
Objects are part of a larger experience, and it is important 
to emphasize the notion of experience. To look only at 
objects is like trying to study how people communicate by 
reading the dictionary. And to neglect the specific objects 
in the study of interior events and roles is akin to trying to 
understand sentences without the words. Unless we 
recognize the pervasive meanings conveyed within the 
home, that objects and events are part of a more funda
mental ordering to produce such meaning, then in spite of 
the most careful of chronological categories and exegesis of 
events, interiors will remain little more than empty 
rooms. 
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